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the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)9 during the last
solar cycle from 1996 to 2001, that is, from quiet to active Sun.
During this time, the total solar Lyman a flux varies by about a
factor of two, while its In/Out ratio varies by less than^6%.Within
a few months, a time comparable to our HD209458 observations,
the solar In/Out ratio varies by less than^4%. This is an indication
that the absorption detected is not of stellar origin but is due to a
transient absorption occurring during the planetary transits.

A bright hot spot on the stellar surface hidden during the
planetary transit is also excluded. Such a hot spot would have to
contribute about 15% of the Lyman a flux over 1.5% of the stellar
surface occulted by the planet, in contradiction with Lyman a
inhomogeneities observed on the Sun10. Furthermore, this spot
would have to be perfectly aligned with the planet throughout the
transit, at the same latitude as the Earth’s direction, and with a
peculiar narrow single-peaked profile confined over the In spectral
region. It seems unlikely that a stellar spot could satisfy all these
conditions.

Finally, we confirmed with various tests that there are no
correlations between the geocoronal variations and the detected
signature in absorption. One method is presented in Fig. 4,
showing that a contamination of the In domain by the geocorona
is excluded. We thus conclude that the detected profile variation
can only be related to an absorption produced by the planetary
environment.
The observed 15% intensity drop is larger than expected a priori

for an atmosphere of a planet occulting only 1.5% of the star.
Although the small distance (8.5 stellar radii) between the planet
and the star results in an extended Roche lobe11 with a limit at about
2.7 planetary radii (that is, 3.6 Jupiter radii), the filling up of this
lobe gives a maximum absorption of about 10% during the
planetary transit. Because a more important absorption is detected,
hydrogen atomsmust cover a larger area: a drop of 15% corresponds
to an occultation by an object of 4.3 Jupiter radii. This is clearly
beyond the Roche limit as theoretically predicted6. Thus some
hydrogen atoms should escape from the planet. The spectral
absorption width shows independently that the atoms have large
velocities relative to the planet. Thus hydrogen atoms must be
escaping the planetary atmosphere.
We have built a particle simulation in which we assumed that

hydrogen atoms are sensitive to the stellar radiation pressure

Figure 2 The HD209458 Lyman a profile observed with the G140M grating. The

geocoronal emission has been subtracted; the propagated errors are consequently larger

in the central part of the profile, particularly in the Geo domain (see text). Dl represents

the spectral resolution. a, The thin line shows the average of the three observations
performed before the transits (exposures A1, B1 and C1); the thick line shows the average

of the three observations recorded entirely within the transits (exposures A2, B3 and C3).

Variations are seen in the In domain as absorption over the blue peak of the line and

partially over the red peak (between 2130 km s21 and 100 km s21). Quoted velocities

are in the stellar reference frame, centred on 213 km s21 in the heliocentric reference

frame. b, ^1j error bars. c, The ratio of the two spectra in the In domain, the spectra
being normalized such that the ratio is 1 in the Out domain. This ratio is plotted as a

function of l1 using l2 ! 1;216:10 !A (triangles), and as a function of l2 using

l1 ! 1;215:15 !A (circles). The ratio is always significantly below 1, with a minimum at

l1 ! 1;215:15 !A (2130 km s21) and l2 ! 1;216:10 !A (100 km s21). In the domain

defined by these values, the Lyman a intensity decreases during the transits by

15 ^ 4%. The detection does not strongly depend on a particular selection of the

domain. While the decrease of the Lyman a intensity is not sensitive to the position of l2,

it is more sensitive to the position of l1, showing that most of the absorption occurs in the

blue part of the line. Using the whole domain where the absorption is detected, the

exoplanetary atmospheric hydrogen is detected at more than 3j.

Figure 3 Relative flux of Lyman a as a function of the HD209458’s system phase.

The averaged ratio of the flux is measured in the In (1,215.15–1,215.50 Å and 1,215.80–

1,216.10 Å) and the Out (1,214.40–1,215.15 Å and 1,216.10–1,216.80 Å) domains in

individual exposures of the three observed transits of HD209458b. The central time of

each exposure is plotted relative to the transit time. The vertical dashed lines indicate the

first and the second contact at the beginning and the end of the transit; the exposures A1,

B1 and C1 were performed before the transits, and the exposures A2, B3 and C3 were

entirely within the transits. The ratio is normalized to the average value of the three

observations completed before the beginning of the transits. The ^1j error bars are

statistical; they are computed through boot-strap estimations (see text). The In/Out ratio

smoothly decreases by around 15% during the transit. The thick line represents the

absorption ratio modelled through a particle simulation which includes hydrogen atoms

escaping from the planet. In this simulation, hydrogen atoms are sensitive to the radiation

pressure above an altitude of 0.5 times the Roche radius, where the density is assumed to

be 2 £ 105 cm23; these two parameters correspond to an escape flux of ,1010 g s21.

The stellar radiation pressure is taken to be 0.7 times the stellar gravitation. The mean

lifetime of escaping hydrogen atoms is taken to be 4 h. The model yields an atom

population in a curved comet-like tail, explaining why the computed absorption lasts well

after the end of the transit.
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Pathways to Earth-Like Atmospheres

Fig. 6 Left A hydrostatic atmosphere like that of the present Earth which is protected by its
magnetosphere. Right An illustration of an EUV heated upper atmosphere, which extends above
the magnetopause, so that energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) can be produced in charge exchange
collisions between stellar wind protons and the extended upper neutral atmosphere

2010; Lammer et al. 2011a). For illustrating expected stellar wind interaction with a
hydrogen-rich upper atmosphere of an Earth-size exoplanet, which is exposed to a 5
times higher EUV flux compared to the modern Sun, we applied, as Ekenbäck et al.

Fig. 7 Preliminary model simulation of an expanded hydrogen-rich thermosphere of 7REarth and
related hydrogen corona which contains outward flowing planetary hydrogen atoms and stellar wind
produced hydrogen ENAs around an Earth-like planet, orbiting an M-star within its habitable zone
at 0.16 AU . The dark circle corresponds to the size of the planet, x-axis points towards the star.
Right Illustration of possible size relations of terrestrial exoplanets with extended hydrogen coronae
around M-dwarfs (after Lammer et al. 2011b)
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hydrogen atoms

Lammer et al.  (2012)のイメージ図

中心星の近傍系外惑星から大規模な大気散逸
- メカニズムは？
- 惑星組成への影響は？



大気散逸の観測
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factor of two, while its In/Out ratio varies by less than^6%.Within
a few months, a time comparable to our HD209458 observations,
the solar In/Out ratio varies by less than^4%. This is an indication
that the absorption detected is not of stellar origin but is due to a
transient absorption occurring during the planetary transits.

A bright hot spot on the stellar surface hidden during the
planetary transit is also excluded. Such a hot spot would have to
contribute about 15% of the Lyman a flux over 1.5% of the stellar
surface occulted by the planet, in contradiction with Lyman a
inhomogeneities observed on the Sun10. Furthermore, this spot
would have to be perfectly aligned with the planet throughout the
transit, at the same latitude as the Earth’s direction, and with a
peculiar narrow single-peaked profile confined over the In spectral
region. It seems unlikely that a stellar spot could satisfy all these
conditions.

Finally, we confirmed with various tests that there are no
correlations between the geocoronal variations and the detected
signature in absorption. One method is presented in Fig. 4,
showing that a contamination of the In domain by the geocorona
is excluded. We thus conclude that the detected profile variation
can only be related to an absorption produced by the planetary
environment.
The observed 15% intensity drop is larger than expected a priori
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hydrogen atoms should escape from the planet. The spectral
absorption width shows independently that the atoms have large
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the spectral resolution. a, The thin line shows the average of the three observations
performed before the transits (exposures A1, B1 and C1); the thick line shows the average

of the three observations recorded entirely within the transits (exposures A2, B3 and C3).

Variations are seen in the In domain as absorption over the blue peak of the line and

partially over the red peak (between 2130 km s21 and 100 km s21). Quoted velocities

are in the stellar reference frame, centred on 213 km s21 in the heliocentric reference

frame. b, ^1j error bars. c, The ratio of the two spectra in the In domain, the spectra
being normalized such that the ratio is 1 in the Out domain. This ratio is plotted as a

function of l1 using l2 ! 1;216:10 !A (triangles), and as a function of l2 using

l1 ! 1;215:15 !A (circles). The ratio is always significantly below 1, with a minimum at
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it is more sensitive to the position of l1, showing that most of the absorption occurs in the

blue part of the line. Using the whole domain where the absorption is detected, the

exoplanetary atmospheric hydrogen is detected at more than 3j.

Figure 3 Relative flux of Lyman a as a function of the HD209458’s system phase.

The averaged ratio of the flux is measured in the In (1,215.15–1,215.50 Å and 1,215.80–

1,216.10 Å) and the Out (1,214.40–1,215.15 Å and 1,216.10–1,216.80 Å) domains in

individual exposures of the three observed transits of HD209458b. The central time of

each exposure is plotted relative to the transit time. The vertical dashed lines indicate the

first and the second contact at the beginning and the end of the transit; the exposures A1,

B1 and C1 were performed before the transits, and the exposures A2, B3 and C3 were

entirely within the transits. The ratio is normalized to the average value of the three

observations completed before the beginning of the transits. The ^1j error bars are

statistical; they are computed through boot-strap estimations (see text). The In/Out ratio

smoothly decreases by around 15% during the transit. The thick line represents the

absorption ratio modelled through a particle simulation which includes hydrogen atoms

escaping from the planet. In this simulation, hydrogen atoms are sensitive to the radiation

pressure above an altitude of 0.5 times the Roche radius, where the density is assumed to

be 2 £ 105 cm23; these two parameters correspond to an escape flux of ,1010 g s21.

The stellar radiation pressure is taken to be 0.7 times the stellar gravitation. The mean

lifetime of escaping hydrogen atoms is taken to be 4 h. The model yields an atom

population in a curved comet-like tail, explaining why the computed absorption lasts well

after the end of the transit.
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Lyman-α吸収の深さ15% = 4.3 木星半径
(cf. 可視光吸収 1.5%)

→ヒル半径 3.6 木星半径を超えて水素が流出
(Vidal-Madjar et al., 2003)

HD189733b (Lecavelier et al., 2010) ,　
55 Cnc b (Ehrenreich et al., 2012) で同様の検出
→ 系外惑星の大気散逸は普遍的

C, O輝線でも~10%の吸収(Vidal-Madjar et al., 2004)

→ 大規模な流体的散逸



大気散逸メカニズム
EUV加熱による大気散逸 + 輻射圧加速 (+ 恒星風電荷交換)

(Vidal-Madjar et al., 2003; Holmström et al., 2008; Ekenbäck et al., 2010; Bourrier & Lecavelier des Etangs, 2013)

V. Bourrier & A. Lecavelier des Etangs: Evaporation model

No self−shielding Self−shielding

0−2 2−4 4−6 >6

Time since escape (hours)

Fig. 14. Distribution of hydrogen atoms in the orbital plane of HD209458b using best-fit parameters (escape rate
Ṁ = 1010 g s!1; ionizing flux Fion = 4F"). The color scale indicates the time since the atoms escaped the upper atmo-
sphere. Without self-shielding (left panel), the atoms are homogeneously accelerated away from the star by radiation
pressure. With self-shielding (right panel), the internal regions of the cloud are submitted to a lower radiation pressure
and are accelerated on longer timescales. The atmosphere below the exobase is uniformely filled with high-density neutral
hydrogen gas (striped disk centered on the planet in deep blue).

3.4.1. Escape-limited saturation regime

After constraining the temperature and velocity of the
proton stellar wind, we found that the model best fits
the observations with an ionizing flux Fion = 10F". The
!2 is calculated as in Sect. 3.3. The same good value
of ! 63 for 87 degrees of freedom is found for a wide
range of hydrogen escape rates and proton density. Fig. 16
shows the goodness of fit as a function of the escape rate
and proton density for an ionizing flux Fion = 10F". A
remarkable feature of this diagram is that for any escape
rate in the range 5 " 108 to 1.5 " 109 g s!1, an increase in
the proton density above ! 3 " 105 cm!3 has no influence

on the quality of the fit, as shown by the constant !2 of
about 63 at the 1" level. It corresponds to a saturation
regime, ’escape-limited’, in which most neutral hydrogen
atoms escaping the atmosphere are accelerated by the
stellar wind to high velocities. Accordingly, there is no
atmospheric absorption at low velocities in this regime.

With lower proton densities, outside of the saturation
regime, there are escaping atoms that are accelerated by ra-
diation pressure without being subject to charge-exchange
before they are ionized by EUV photons. As a result, fewer
atoms are accelerated to the high velocities of the absorp-
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the solar In/Out ratio varies by less than^4%. This is an indication
that the absorption detected is not of stellar origin but is due to a
transient absorption occurring during the planetary transits.

A bright hot spot on the stellar surface hidden during the
planetary transit is also excluded. Such a hot spot would have to
contribute about 15% of the Lyman a flux over 1.5% of the stellar
surface occulted by the planet, in contradiction with Lyman a
inhomogeneities observed on the Sun10. Furthermore, this spot
would have to be perfectly aligned with the planet throughout the
transit, at the same latitude as the Earth’s direction, and with a
peculiar narrow single-peaked profile confined over the In spectral
region. It seems unlikely that a stellar spot could satisfy all these
conditions.

Finally, we confirmed with various tests that there are no
correlations between the geocoronal variations and the detected
signature in absorption. One method is presented in Fig. 4,
showing that a contamination of the In domain by the geocorona
is excluded. We thus conclude that the detected profile variation
can only be related to an absorption produced by the planetary
environment.
The observed 15% intensity drop is larger than expected a priori
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and the star results in an extended Roche lobe11 with a limit at about
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lobe gives a maximum absorption of about 10% during the
planetary transit. Because a more important absorption is detected,
hydrogen atomsmust cover a larger area: a drop of 15% corresponds
to an occultation by an object of 4.3 Jupiter radii. This is clearly
beyond the Roche limit as theoretically predicted6. Thus some
hydrogen atoms should escape from the planet. The spectral
absorption width shows independently that the atoms have large
velocities relative to the planet. Thus hydrogen atoms must be
escaping the planetary atmosphere.
We have built a particle simulation in which we assumed that
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defined by these values, the Lyman a intensity decreases during the transits by

15 ^ 4%. The detection does not strongly depend on a particular selection of the

domain. While the decrease of the Lyman a intensity is not sensitive to the position of l2,

it is more sensitive to the position of l1, showing that most of the absorption occurs in the

blue part of the line. Using the whole domain where the absorption is detected, the

exoplanetary atmospheric hydrogen is detected at more than 3j.

Figure 3 Relative flux of Lyman a as a function of the HD209458’s system phase.

The averaged ratio of the flux is measured in the In (1,215.15–1,215.50 Å and 1,215.80–

1,216.10 Å) and the Out (1,214.40–1,215.15 Å and 1,216.10–1,216.80 Å) domains in

individual exposures of the three observed transits of HD209458b. The central time of

each exposure is plotted relative to the transit time. The vertical dashed lines indicate the

first and the second contact at the beginning and the end of the transit; the exposures A1,

B1 and C1 were performed before the transits, and the exposures A2, B3 and C3 were

entirely within the transits. The ratio is normalized to the average value of the three

observations completed before the beginning of the transits. The ^1j error bars are

statistical; they are computed through boot-strap estimations (see text). The In/Out ratio

smoothly decreases by around 15% during the transit. The thick line represents the

absorption ratio modelled through a particle simulation which includes hydrogen atoms

escaping from the planet. In this simulation, hydrogen atoms are sensitive to the radiation

pressure above an altitude of 0.5 times the Roche radius, where the density is assumed to

be 2 £ 105 cm23; these two parameters correspond to an escape flux of ,1010 g s21.

The stellar radiation pressure is taken to be 0.7 times the stellar gravitation. The mean

lifetime of escaping hydrogen atoms is taken to be 4 h. The model yields an atom

population in a curved comet-like tail, explaining why the computed absorption lasts well

after the end of the transit.
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100 km s-1 , 青方偏移した吸収
(cf.  熱速度 10 km s-1 at 104 K)

109-11 g s-1 の大気散逸 (EUV駆動？)

+ 輻射圧, 電荷交換による加速　が観測と整合的



EUV加熱による熱的大気散逸

恒星EUVが大気を加熱し、
エネルギー律速の流体的散逸が起こる

EUV加熱で10 9-11 g s-1の大気散逸率は実現可能
(Lammer et al., 2003; Yelle, 2004,2006; Tian et al., 2005; García Muñoz, 2007, Murray-Clay et al., 2009; Guo 2011, 2013)

174 R.V. Yelle / Icarus 170 (2004) 167–179

Fig. 4. Heating rates and heating efficiencies in the reference model. The solid line represents the net heating rate in the atmosphere. Other terms represent
cooling rates by the processes indicated.

quence, most stellar EUV energy absorbed by H escapes the
atmosphere and does not contribute to local heating. This
differs from recombination of H+

2 or H
+
3 lower in the ther-

mosphere, which returns chemical energy to the atmosphere
through the kinetic energy of the reactant products.
Solution of the momentum equation reveals that the at-

mosphere is close to hydrostatic balance, despite the large
escape rate. Figure 5 shows that gravitational acceleration
is balanced primarily by the pressure gradient. Advection of
momentum is minor, with a contribution less than 5% at all
levels. Viscous forces are negligible. The dominance of hy-
drostatic balance is consistent with the fact that the velocity
of the atmosphere, though large, is sub-sonic. The speed of
sound at 12,000 K is roughly 10 km s!1, whereas the at-
mospheric velocity has a value at 3RP of 2.4 km s!1. Thus,
the velocity is large enough to have dominant effect on the
temperature profile, but still has a minor effect on the den-
sity profile. Or, more accurately, the primary way that the
velocity influences the density is throughmodification of the
temperature profile rather than through modification of hy-
drostatic balance. Presumably, the planetary wind becomes
supersonic at greater distances from the planet, but that re-
gion is not modeled here.
The momentum and energy balance in the atmosphere are

coupled through the adiabatic cooling term. The dominance
of the adiabatic cooling term in the upper thermosphere
indicates that much of the stellar energy deposited in the
atmosphere goes into lifting the atmosphere. Examination
of the column-integrated rates confirm this conclusion. The
column-integrated rates for stellar heating, H+

3 cooling, and
adiabatic cooling are 351, 81, and 267 erg cm!2 s!1, respec-
tively, with radiative recombination and thermal conduction
making up the small remainder. The adiabatic heating rate
represents the energy required to raise thermospheric gases
in the presence of a gravitational field. This term is zero in

Fig. 5. Accelerations in the reference model.

a static atmosphere and is therefore a direct consequence of
rapid atmospheric escape. Thus, the energy balance indicates
that most of the stellar energy deposited in the atmosphere
goes into powering escape. This conclusion is supported by
the variation of escape rate with stellar insolation, presented
in Section 3.3 below.

3.2. Inhibited ion escape

While neutrals are free to escape at the kinetic rate, ions
may be inhibited from doing so by a planetary magnetic
field. Presently, there is no evidence for or against an in-
trinsic magnetic field on EGPs, but, based on analogy with
the jovian planets, a strong field is a possibility. A magnetic
field will inhibit ion escape as long as the magnetic pres-
sure is greater than the plasma pressure. Because the flow is
sub-sonic, the plasma pressure is due primarily to its thermal
energy and the magnetic pressure is greater than the plasma

EUV = 
adiabatic cooling (+ H3+ radiation)

上層大気のエネルギー収支 (Yelle, 2004)28 MURRAY-CLAY, CHIANG, & MURRAY Vol. 693
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Figure 1. Standard planetary wind model, which uses parameters inspired by
the hot Jupiter HD 209458b. A UV flux of 450 erg cm!2 s!1 incident on
a planet with mass 0.7MJ and radius Rp = 1.4RJ located at 0.05 AU from
a 1 M" star drives a transonic wind. The flow is calculated along the line
joining the planet to the star. Density ! (top), wind speed v (middle), and
temperature T (bottom) are presented as functions of altitude. On each panel,
the sonic point of the wind is marked with an “x”, and the " = 1 surface to
photoionization is marked with a diamond. The planet loses mass at a maximum
rate of Ṁ = 4#r2!v = 3.3 # 1010 g s!1.

First we use our relaxation code to find solutions for the
separate problems of an isothermal wind without photoion-
ization, and an isothermal hydrostatic atmosphere with pho-
toionization, both neglecting tidal gravity. The combination
of these solutions provides the initial guess for an isother-
mal wind with photoionization. Then we remove the restric-
tion that the wind be isothermal. The photoionization heat-
ing term, followed by cooling terms, and finally the tidal
gravity term, are added one by one. Sometimes the addition
of even a single term requires iteration: the term must be
added in a diluted form first and gradually strengthened to full
amplitude.

2.2.5. From the Sonic Point to the Roche Lobe

From the sonic point outward, we use the numerical recipes
routine odeint with a Bulirsch-Stoer integrator (Press et al.
1992) to solve our original ordinary differential equations
(Section 2.1). We set the routine’s convergence parameter “eps”
to 10!13. The solution is extended out to the planet’s Roche lobe
radius RRoche. This extension is a straightforward initial value
problem, with initial conditions at the sonic point provided
by our relaxation solution. For the first few radial steps in
the integration, we use (17) for dv/dr to avoid numerical
singularities.

Finally, this extended solution feeds back into our relaxation
code through " (rs). We iterate a few times between the relax-
ation code and the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator until " (rs) self-
consistently reflects the optical depth between the sonic point
and the Roche lobe radius. The assumption here is that the opti-
cal depth beyond the Roche lobe is negligible; this assumption
is valid because " (rs) $ 1 for solutions of interest to us (see
Appendix A).
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Figure 2. Planetary wind model for the same standard parameters presented in
Figure 1. Number densities of neutral plus ionized hydrogen n, neutral hydrogen
n0, and ionized hydrogen n+ (top); ionization fraction f+ = n+/n (middle); and
optical depth " to photoionization (bottom) are presented as functions of altitude.
On each panel, the sonic point of the wind is marked with an “x”, and the " = 1
surface is marked with a diamond. As much as %20% of the hydrogen remains
neutral at high altitude.

2.3. Results

In Section 2.3.1, we present the results for our standard model,
appropriate for a hot Jupiter orbiting a Sun-like star on the main
sequence. In Section 2.3.2, we present a sample high-flux case
for which FUV is increased a thousandfold over its standard
value, as would be the case for a hot Jupiter orbiting an active
pre-main-sequence star. In Section 2.3.3, we describe how the
maximum mass-loss rate Ṁ varies when FUV ranges over four
decades.

2.3.1. Standard Model: Hot Jupiter Orbiting Main-Sequence Star

Figures 1–3 display the results for our standard model. This
numerical solution verifies many of the order-of-magnitude
estimates made at the beginning of Section 2. The stellar UV flux
drives a transonic wind with temperature %104 K and velocity
%10 km s!1. The hydrogen density, where optical depth unity to
Lyman continuum photons is reached, is %109 cm!3. Because
our solution pertains to the substellar ray connecting the planet
to the star, it yields the maximum mass flux !v; escape is most
aided by tidal gravity along this ray, and the substellar point
receives the greatest UV flux. Applying this solution over the
entire surface of the planet yields an upper bound on the mass-
loss rate of Ṁ = 3.3 # 1010 g s!1. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4,
we estimate the factors by which the actual mass-loss rate is
reduced.

Figure 3 (bottom panel) displays the relative contributions to
ionization balance as a function of altitude. Above the " = 1
surface, gas advection, not radiative recombination, balances
UV photoionization. A hydrogen atom, once photoionized, does
not have time to recombine before it is swept outward with
the wind. As a gas parcel travels outward, its electron density
decreases and the recombination time 1/(n+$rec) becomes ever
longer; more and more of its atoms are ionized, and the
ionization fraction increases with altitude. At the sonic point,
about 20% of the hydrogen remains neutral. This situation

大気散逸構造 (Murray-Clay et al., 2009)



大気散逸が惑星組成・分布に与える影響
EUVが大気散逸を引き起こす場合、
恒星は初期にEUV光度が1-2桁大きいため、惑星組成に影響するほどの大気散逸が起こる

(Valencia et al., 2010; Lopez et al., 2012; 黒川 & Kaltenegger, 2013; Owen & Wu, 2013; Lopez & Fortney, 2013; 黒川 & 中本 投稿中 など)

The Astrophysical Journal, 775:105 (12pp), 2013 October 1 Owen & Wu

Figure 4. Final planet radius (top panel) and mass (bottom panel) as a function
of separation, for models with different initial core masses (labeled Mc), total
masses (labeled Mp), and initial cooling times (thin lines for 3 ! 106 yr and
thick lines for 108 yr; longer cooling times indicate lower internal entropies).
The central star is Sun-like. The straight dotted lines show the masses and radii
of the rocky cores alone. Planets inward of "0.1 AU experience significant mass
loss and can retain only a fraction of their primordial atmospheres (depending
on the core mass), with the hottest planets exposed to bare cores. As a result,
the maximum radii of these planets decrease inward.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

can absorb a larger fraction of the X-ray flux and drive stronger
evaporative flows. So, planets with smaller cores may lose their
entire envelope at larger separations than planets with larger
cores (see Figure 8). The initial cooling time shows the same
effect as discussed above, with shorter cooling times resulting
in more mass loss due to the initially larger radii; however,
this effect is much less important than the effect of initial core
mass. Finally, evaporation can drive convergent evolution. For
instance, planets at <0.05 AU that initially had 15 M# cores,
but envelopes of 2 and 5 M#, respectively, end with somewhat
identical structures. This result means that, at least in some
cases, it may be difficult to retrieve a planet’s initial structure,
particularly at low envelope mass fractions.

4.1. An Upper Envelope in Planet Radius

The Kepler transiting-planet catalog is the most extensive
catalog of planets in close orbits around their parent star; for
better statistics, we use the Kepler object of interest (KOI)
catalog, which lists the radii (not masses) of planet candidates.
Most of the KOIs have not been confirmed as planets and there
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Figure 5. Upper envelope of planet sizes as a function of equilibrium tem-
perature. The open circles show the KOIs that are around solar-type stars
(T$ = 5200–6200 K) and are in multiple transiting systems. The black curves
are the theoretical final radii for planet models with initial masses of 20 M# and
10 M# (dashed line), 12.5 M# (solid line), and 15 M# (dot-dashed line) rocky
cores. The dotted line corresponds to "30 M# planets with 12.5 M# cores. All
models here have an initial cooling time of 107 yr. The thin line shows the
50% completeness limit calculated by Petigura et al. (2013), and extrapolated
to larger and smaller separations (solid line and dashed line, respectively).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

is a certain, but low, percentage of false positives (Morton
& Johnson 2011). To minimize contamination, we choose
to consider only KOIs that have been identified as being in
multiple systems, where the significance of a planetary nature
is considerably higher (!95%; Lissauer et al. 2012). The
use of only multi-planet systems, while the most robust, may
introduce some implicit biases. In particular, planets that may
have been dynamically moved to small orbital periods at late
times will have undergone a different evolutionary path. Since
we are interested in the long-term evolution of planets due to
evaporation, the multi-planet KOIs represent the cleanest sample
to begin with.

When we plot planet radius versus separation for plan-
ets in multi-planet systems around solar-type stars (T$ =
5200–6200 K), we notice an upper envelope in planet size
that rises with separation. This effect has also been noted by
Ciardi et al. (2013) and Wu & Lithwick (2013). The lack of
large planets at small separations is statistically significant: we
cut the sample into four regions (large and small planets with
a division at Rp = 5 R# and hot and cold planets with a di-
vision at Teq = 1000 K) and then compare the ratio of large,
cold planets to the ratio of small, cold planets. Where one would
expect to observe "20 hot, large planets if these are the same
populations, we find only three.

We also argue that selection effect in the Kepler pipeline
would not produce such an upper envelope. KOI candidates
have to have a certain signal-to-noise ratio to be identified. This
requirement favors detecting smaller planets closer to stars,
as they have produced a larger number of transits during the
mission lifetime. The completeness radius (sizes above which
the KOI catalog is complete) will rise with planet period, similar
to the upper envelope discussed here. We draw such a curve for
the sub-sample considered by Petigura et al. (2013) in Figure 5,
which lies far below the upper envelope. Though more noisy
stars than those considered by Petigura et al. (2013) will move
this curve upward, the movement will not explain the upper
envelope.

6

H/He大気の散逸を考慮したsuper Earthの惑星半径と
Kepler惑星候補天体の比較 (Owen & Wu, 2013)

しかし、惑星組成・分布は形成過程とその後の大気散逸の両方の影響を受けている
- Super EarthのH/He大気量は円盤温度、円盤散逸時間に依存 (生駒 & 堀, 2012)

- 固体質量に依存 (Mordasini et al., 2012) 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　どう区別するか？



恒星スペクトル型の違いを考慮した大気散逸進化
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- 大気散逸に寄与する恒星XUV(X-ray +EUV)光度は
  恒星スペクトル型によって数桁異なる

恒星スペクトル型への依存性を調べることで、
形成過程と大気散逸進化過程を
分離して議論できるはず

大気散逸を考慮した惑星組成の時間進化計算を恒星スペクトル型ごとに行い、観測と比較
惑星組成に対する形成過程と大気散逸の影響を分離して議論する

研究目的

(黒川, Kaltenegger, & 中本, 投稿準備中)



Super Earthの質量-半径の観測と様々な組成に対する理論計算の比較

Super Earthの質量・半径から組成を推定し、
軌道半径分布を大気散逸計算の結果と比較
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モデル

質量保存
静水圧平衡
放射平衡 (灰色近似) or 対流 (断熱温度勾配)

状態方程式

構造計算

水素大気 - Saumon et al. (1995)

固体コア - Wagner et al. (2011)

大気不透明度
水素大気 - Freedman et al. (2008)

進化計算
熱進化 + 大気散逸 (エネルギー律速)

(e.g., Lopez et al., 2012)

dMp

dt
=

⌘⇡FXUVR3
XUV

GMpKtide
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Jackson et al. (2012)に基づくXUV進化モデル
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初期~108年に大部分の散逸が終わる
→ 中心星XUV光度のsaturation phase ~108年 などに起因
観測される典型的な年齢~109-10年においては年齢に依存せず議論可能

軌道半径が大きいほど水素大気保持可能
→ 受け取るXUV放射量が小さいため
水素大気を保持できる閾値となる軌道半径が存在

Super Earthの進化計算の例



水素大気を保持できる/できない条件 (G型星)
100億年間で水素大気を失う軌道半径

・固体質量への依存性大きい
　水素大気を失う軌道半径∝固体質量-1

・初期大気質量への依存性小さい
　大気量が多いと惑星半径大きく大気散逸率大きい
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中心星スペクトル型への依存性
100億年間で水素大気を失う軌道半径
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・軽い中心星ほどsuper Earthは水素大気保持
　主にXUV光度の違いに起因
・固体質量への依存性はスペクトル型によらず同じ
　水素大気を失う軌道半径∝固体質量-1

中心星重い中心星軽い



観測の示す惑星質量依存性は理論の予測より小さい？
ただしKepler-11c,fを除けば整合的

観測との比較：G型星
大気散逸で水素大気を失う軌道半径とSuper Earthの組成との比較
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観測との比較：K型星
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観測との比較：M型星
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まとめと議論
理論：
・質量依存性大：軌道半径∝質量-1

・中心星が軽いほど小さい軌道半径でも水素大気保持

観測との比較：
　理論の予測より質量依存性小さい？ (G型星)

　　散逸律速メカニズムの遷移を考慮すると
　　質量依存性は大きくはなるが小さくするのは難しい
　ただしKepler-11c,fを除けば
　すべてのスペクトル型について整合的

可能性1- 大気散逸計算は絶対値として過大評価であり、
　　　　現在の分布は形成過程を反映
可能性2- Kepler-11は例外的にXUV活動度が小さく、
　　　　現在の分布は大気散逸を反映
　(XUV光度は同じスペクトル型でも一桁程度の多様性あり)
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惑星形成論への示唆
閾値となる軌道半径の内側(=スノーライン内側)に氷super Earth存在
  → migrationを経験
閾値となる軌道半径の外側でH/He大気量にばらつき
  → 形成過程でばらつきが生じる？

snow line ~ 1 AU

evaporation line ~ 0.1 AU

Formation phase: migration + gas capture (diversity of mass)

Evolution phase: atmospheric mass-loss


